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Agenda  

• Background 
• Transformed roles   
• Strategic future 
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UMass Amherst Profile 

• Public Land-grant, Research Intensive University 
• Over 28,000 students, 1200 faculty 
• 108 bachelor’s, 76 masters, 50 doctorates  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Celebrating it’s 150th anniversary as a Public Land-Grant University last year,. UMass Amherst, the flagship campus of the University of Massachusetts system, sits on nearly 1,450-acres in the scenic Pioneer Valley of Western Massachusetts, 90 miles from Boston and 175 miles from New York City. It has over 28,000 students; about 22,000 are undergraduates; over 6,000  are graduate students. There are 9 schools and colleges with over 1200 full-time faculty. The large brick building in the center of the other picture is the W.E.B Du Bois Library where I work on the 19th floor.



ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst 

Established in 2006. 
• First collections: 

ETDs 
• Faculty researcher 

pages 
• Rasenna – journal 

in Etruscan Studies 
• Research Centers 
• Community 

Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created in 2006



Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Community Engagement section was begun in 2007 when the campus decided to apply for the 2008 round of the elective Carnegie Classification in Community Engagement and Outreach Partnerships Scholarship. There are 3 main areas of focus: Research, Creative or Professional Activities; Outreach and Public Service Activities; and the third area is Teaching Activities. In addition, many of the community engagement projects have image galleries, faculty selected works pages, and ETDs
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Transforming Librarian Roles 

• Library as active steward of scholarship 
• Curate digital research and creative 

scholarly works 
• Provide expertise on metadata, author 

rights, usage rights 
• Expand liaison role with faculty 
• Information and digital fluency 
• Promote Open Access initiatives 
• Create strategic partnerships 
• Nexus of communication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholarly Communication CrisisA major driving force behind the development of institutional repositories has been the dramatic shift in scholarly communication, especially since the early 1990s. This shift was caused primarily by two factors, the increasing volume of information in digital form and spiraling publishing costs. Traditional print publications (books, journals) are being augmented by, in some cases replaced by, materials born digital. Spiraling costs of journals have necessitated major cuts in journal subscriptions, resulting in fewer journal purchases and reduced access to information. Clearly, the changing economics of scholarly publishing are proving to be much too costly to sustain in the long run. New Scholarly Communication Models:Two major new models for managing our scholarly research output and for disseminating that information to our users are digital repositories and open access journals. By now, we’re familiar with many of the issues that we had to address when creating these new models - what we collect, how we address the needs of researchers, and how we preserve and make accessible this body of material (noting the parallels with more traditional roles of libraries in the academy). This evolution of scholarly communication has created a truly new environment for scholarly research, providing new opportunities for faculty and librarians alike but also requiring broad campus conversations.Collect and preserve digital materialOrganize, provide access to informationCommitment to long-term preservation



Partnerships 

• Faculty, researchers 
• Honors students, undergraduate research 
• Archivists and Librarians 

 

• Academic Offices  
• Provosts Office 
• Office of Research, Sponsored Programs 
• Office of Outreach, Cooperative Extension 
• Graduate School 
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Challenge - Funding 
• Library Acquisitions Budget  
• Library Personnel Budget 
• Partnerships for Digital Repository 

 Resident 
• Office of Research 
• Graduate School 
• Provosts Office 
• Honors College 

• Library Work Study Student budget 



 Challenge – Faculty Perceptions 

• Open Access  
• What value is there in publishing in open access 

journals? 
• Impact on tenure and promotion? 
• Potential problems with author pays financial model? 

• Copyright Issues 
• Who owns the copyright to works published in an 

open access journal? 
• What can a faculty member do to preserve the right to 

post a previously published work to an open access 
journal? 10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, there are also many real and perceived challenges for faculty:What value is there in publishing in open access journals?Impact on tenure and promotion?Potential problems with author pays financial model?Copyright issues?Who owns the copyright to works published in an open access journal?What can a faculty member do to preserve the right to post a previously published work to an open access journal?



Strategic Planning 

• Alignment with institution priorities 
• Discovery and impact  
• Community engaged teaching, learning, research 
• Openness and intellectual integrity  
• Integration and collaboration 
• Culture of evidence, demonstrated value 
• Research advantage 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve been involved in a campus-wide strategic planning effort this year, begun after the arrival of our new Chancellor, Kumble Subbaswamy, who was the Provost at the University of Kentucky  prior to coming to UMass Amherst. Guiding principles of the University’s Strategic Planning include many values that can be reflected in the work that we are doing in the University Libraries. Discovery and Impact – advance the creation and discovery of knowledge that benefits society. Value of discovery – a function of the impact it can make.Engagement – produce value by learning and working cooperatively both on campus and with community – effective engagement leads to partnerships that cultivate mutually beneficial relationships built on trust, cooperation, and shared responsibilityOpenness and Integrity – committed to free and open intellectual inquiry and high standards of professional ethics and integrityIntegration and Collaboration – achieve more when purposes are aligned, efforts are coordinated.Culture of Evidence – demonstrating valueResearch Advantage – expanding and integrating undergrad research opps; graduate programs ETDs, capstones



Best Practices  

• Partnerships are key to success 
• Embrace institution’s strategic plan 
• Be flexible, resilient, creative 
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